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Abstract 

Previous work done at Sandia on reaction mechanisms for the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

of silicon oxide from tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and ozone is documented and tested in 

computational models at Watkins-Johnson. Recommendations for future work in this area are 

discussed. 
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Report of Work done for Technical Assistance Agreement 1269 between Sandia National 
Laboratories and the Watkms- Johnson Company: 

“Chemical Reaction Mechanisms for Computational Models of Si02 CVD” 

I. Introduction 

The use of computational modeling to improve equipment and process designs for chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) reactors is becoming increasingly common. Commercial codes are 

available that facilitate the modeling of chemically-reacting flows, but chemical reaction 

mechanisms must be separately developed for each system of interest. 

One of the products of the Watkins-Johnson Company (WJ) i s  a reactor marketed to 

semiconductor manufacturers for the atmospheric-pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) 

of silicon oxide films. In this process, TEOS (tetraethoxysilane, Si(OCzH& and ozone (03)  are 

injected (in nitrogen and oxygen carrier gases) over hot silicon wafers that are being carried 

through the system on a moving belt. As part of their equipment improvement process, WJ is 

developing computational models of this tool. In this effort, they are.col1aborating with Sandia 

National Laboratories (SNL) to draw on Sandia’s experience base in understanding and modeling 

the chemistry of CVD processes. 

Although the TEOS/03 system has been the subject of much work,’ including previous work at 

WJ,2,3 we do not include a review of the literature here. An initial collaborative project by 

Justine Johannes (SNL,) and Simin Moktari (WJ) was done in 1995 under the auspices of the 

EDSC (Equipment Design Service Center) at SNL. The purpose of the EDSC was to facilitate 

small projects between SNL researchers and industrial partners, and was part of a large CRADA 

(cooperative research and development agreement) between SNL and SEMATECH. The present 

small technical assistance agreement by Pauline Ho (SNL) and Vladimir Kudriavtsev (WJ) 

represents a follow-on to the previous work and has two objectives. First is to document the 

mechanism developed in the previous work and implement it into the computational models now 

being developed at WJ to test its performance. Second is to gather other existing chemical 
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knowledge relevant to the TEOS/O3 system and to develop recommendations for improved 

chemical reaction mechanisms. 

11. Development of 1995 mechanism 

There are a wide variety of reactions that are likely to occur in the TEOS/03 system (to be 

discussed in more detail in Section IV below). The most important classes of reactions are 1) 

ozone decomposition to form 0 atoms and other reactions that interconvert 03, 0 and 0 ~ ~ 2 )  

TEOS reactions with 0 atoms andor ozone to form gas-phase intermediate species, 3) reaction 

of various gas-phase species with the surface, and 4) interconversion of surface species involving 

the generation of gaseous byproducts. Of course, an intermediate species produced in any given 

gas-phase reaction can further decompose andor react with any other gas-phase species, possibly 

forming a radical chain. However, the reaction mechanism developed in 1995 was intended to be 

transferred to simulations being done at WJ. At that time, the codes in use could handle only 10 

reacting chemical species, which made it impossible to include a reasonable number of 

elementary chemical reactions. This constraint, combined with limited resources, led to the 

development of a mechanism using “overall” or “lumped” reactions that were fit to experimental 

deposition-rate data. 

The mechanism was developed using a code, SPIN: based on CHEMKIN’ and Surface- 

CHEMKIN.6 These modular software packages allow chemical reactions to be described in a 

simple but flexible, user-friendly manner. Detailed descriptions of these codes and the formats 

of the input files are available elsewhere:’6 so only a brief description is included here. The 

basic structure consists of standard equations representing reversible and/or irreversible chemical 

reactions with accompanying rate parameters of the form k = A Tp exp(-Ea/RT), (the three 

parameters given on the same line as the reaction are A, p, and Ea). For the reaction of a gas- 

phase species with the surface, the rate parameter can also be specified as a sticking coefficient. 

Thermochemical data are needed to calculate rates for reverse reactions from the forward 

reaction rates and are in the form of seven-parameter polynomial coefficients for C,(T), H(T) and 

S(T). These data may either be included in the input file, or obtained by the code from a 

database. For surface species, dummy data are often supplied to satisfy error-checking routines 
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in the software, even though the reactions are irreversible so that the data are not actually used. 

Although a variety of units can be specified, the defaults are moles, cm and s. 

Tables 1 and 2 give the 1995 mechanism for TEOS/03 CVD in the form of input files for 

CHEMKIN and Surface-CHEMKIN. In this mechanism, the following reactions directly lead to 

the deposition. Gas phase reaction 1: the gas-phase decomposition of 0 3  to 0 atoms. Gas phase 

reaction 4: the reaction between 0 atom and TEOS forming a more-reactive intermediate species 

(designated here as Si(OC2H&OH, triethoxysilanol, although it’s probably something different 

in reality). Surface reaction 1: the reaction of the gas-phase intermediate species with the 

surface. Surface reactions 3 and 4: regeneration of the reactive surface species by desorption of 

“blocking groups”. 

The other reactions in the mechanism serve other purposes. In the gas phase, reaction 2, the 

reaction of two ozone molecules to form three oxygen molecules, provides an alternate ozone 

loss pathway. Gas phase reaction 3 is actually a subset of the first reaction and, as written, is so 

slow that it could be eliminated. Gas phase reaction 4, the reaction of TEOS with ozone, is 

included for completeness, although the estimated rate constant is quite low. The last gas phase 

reaction represents the loss of the reactive intermediate via formation of a gaseous byproduct that 

does not lead to film deposition, and thus the reaction has been made irreversible. This second 

“intermediate” species has been designated as O=Si(OC2H5)2, diethoxysilanone, although this is 

again a “placeholder” €or what is probably a variety of molecules. On the surface, the reaction of 

TEOS with the surface is included for completeness; experiments have shown that TEOS (in the 

Table 1. CHEMKIN input file for gas-phase chemistry in 1995 mechanism 
ELEMENTS H C 0 N I 
SI 
END 

SPECIES 
0 0 2  03 CH3HCO SI(OC2H5)4 OSI(OC2H5)2 
SI(OC2H5)30H H20 N2 C2H4 CH3CH20H 
END 
THERM0 
REACT IONS 
03+M=02+0+M 1.00e+13 0.00 18000! Comb. Book 1980 
203:=302 5.00e+13 0.00 22000! Ho from Kond. 
03+02=0+202 2.9e+6 0.00 23340! Kondratiev 
SI (OC2H5) 4+0 = SI (OC2H5) 30H+CH3HCO 5.0e+16 0.00 5000!est. dHf and Kawa. 
SI (OC2H5) 4+03 = SI (OC2H5 30H+CH3HC0+02 4.ec12 0.00 5000!guess 
SI(OC2H5)30H+M => OSI(OC2H5)2+CH3CH20H+M 0.4e13 0.00 20000!Gill/Kirn 
END 



. 

Table 2. CHEMKIN input file for surface chemistry in 1995 mechanism 
MATERIAL/TESTl/ 
SITEISIO2I SDENI1.1683E-91 

SI (OH) ( S )  /1/ SI (OC2H5) 3 (S) /1/ SI (OC2H5) 20H(S) /1/ 
END 
BULK SI02 (D) /2.33/ 
END 
THERM0 

SI(0H) (S) J 3/670 1H 1SI 10 OS 300.000 1685.000 
300. 600 - 1685. 

0.247539893 01 0.88112187E-03-0.2093948lE-06 0.427571873-11 0.160065643-13 
-0.812556203 03-0.121887473 02 0.841975383 00 0.83710416E-02-0.1307703OE-04 

SI(OC2H5)20H(S) J 3/670 3H llSI 1C 4s 300.000 1685.000 
0.97593603E-08-0.27279380E-11-0~52486288E 03-0.452726783 01 

0.247539893 01 0.881121873-03-0.2093948l.E-06 0.427571873-11 0.160065643-13 
-0.812556203 03-0.121887473 02 0.841975383 00 0.83710416E-02-0.1307703OE-04 
0.97593603E-08-0.2727938OE-11-0-524862883 03-0.452726783 01 

0.247539893 01 0.88112187E-03-0.2093948lE-06 0.427571873-11 0.16006564E-13 
-0.812556203 03-0.12188747E 02 0.841975383 00 0.83710416E-02-0.130770303-04 
0.975936033-08-0.2727938OE-11-0.524862883 03-0.452726783 01 

0.247539893 01 0.881121873-03-0.209394813-06 0.427571873-11 0.160065643-13 

0.97593603E-08-0.2727938OE-ll-O.S24862883 03-0.452726783 01 

SI (OC2H5) 3 (S) J 3/670 3H 15SI 1C 6s 300.000 1685.000 

SI02 (D) J 3/67SI 10 100 000  OS 300.000 1685.000 

-0.812556203 03-0-121887473 02 0.841975383 00 0.837104163-02-0.1307703OE-04 

END 

REACTIONS 
SI (OC2H5) 3OH+SI (OH) ( S )  =>SI(OC2H5) 3 (S) +H20+SI02 (D) 
STICK 
SI (OC2H5) &SI (OH) (S) =>SI02 (D) +SI (OC2HS) 3 (SI +H20+C2H4 
STICK 
SI (OC2H5) 3 (S) =>SI (OC2H5) 20H(S) +C2H4 
SI (OC2H5) 20H(S)=>SI (OH) (S)+CH3HCO+CH3CH20H 

0.05 0.00 0.0 

0.4e-7 0.00 0.00 

8.55e12 0.00 25000.0 
2.85e12 0.00 25000.0 

absence of 0 3 )  has very low reactivity with an Si02 surface. The other two surface reactions 

eliminate carbon and hydrogen from the surface, while regenerating the surface silanol group that 

reacts with the gas-phase species. 

The SPIN code, which simulates a one-dimensional stagnation flow, was used to do mechanism 

development and reaction-rate tuning. The reaction rates in the mechanism, especially for the 

gas-phase reactions, were initially set to values either taken from the literature or best estimates. 

Many of these rates were subsequently adjusted to get reasonable agreement with experimental 

data from WJ. As shown in Table 3, these simulations reproduced the deposition rates 

reasonably well, including the decrease in deposition rate with increasing temperature. Note that 

a variety of TEOS and 0 3  flow rates were used. The mechanism was tuned to give deposition 

rates that were, in general, about 60% higher than the observed “belt deposition” experiments. 

However, these simulations underpredicted the deposition rates at the lowest temperatures. 
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Table 3. Deposition rate data used to develop 1995 mechanism with SPIN. 
Temperature Total Flow TEOS Flow 03iTEOS Q2ITEOS Experiment SPIN 
- (“C) (sccm) (sccm) (kmin) (kmin) 
305 26000 25 6.5 165 4615 3235 
365 
365 
365 
425 
425 
425 
425 
425 
485 

22000 
22000 
22000 
18000 
18000 
18000 
18000 
18000 
16000 

20 
30 
20 
25 
15 
25 
25 
25 
30 

5 
5 
8 
3.5 
6.5 
9.5 
6.5 
6.5 
5 

115 
115 
115 
165 
165 
165 
265 
165 
215 

3796 
4888 
378 1 
2412 
1621 
1546 
2129 
2647 
1706 

2777 
3967 
2776 
3321 
3333 
2000 
3289 
3307 
2510 

545 16000 25 6.5 165 1133 1557 

111. Implementation of 1995 mechanism into two-dimensional reactor models 

The mechanism developed in 1995 was not tested at the time in a full simulation of the WJ-1000 

injectodreactor system, but only in the simplified description of the flow used in the SPIN code. 

Such a test became the first objective of the current project. Transferring the 1995 mechanism to 

the present code used at WJ, CFD-ACE: involved dealing with several issues. 

The two software systems, CHEMKIN and CFD-ACE, use different sets of units, so conversion 

was needed. Pre-exponential factors in the CHEMKIN mechanism are written in terms of gram- 

moles, cm and s, with activation energies in cal/mole, whereas CFD-ACE uses pre-exponential 

factors in kgram-moles, m and s, with activation energies in Kelvins. Thus, a second order rate 

constant in the CHEMKIN input file of lx1013 exp(-l8000/RT) cm3/(mole s) becomes 1 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  

exp(-9058/T) m3/(kmole s) for 0 - A C E .  Likewise, a third-order rate constant in CHEMKIN of 

2x10” exp(+6467/RT) cm6/(mole2 s) becomes 2x10’ exp(+3255/T) m6/(kmole2 s) for CFD- 

ACIE. 

Most of the gas-phase reactions in the 1995 mechanism are reversible, so it was important to 
ensure that they were reversible in the CFD-ACE simulations also. The default in CFD-ACE is - 
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irreversible reactions, but reverse rates can either be explicitly supplied or a flag set for them to 

be obtained from equilibrium (use "BCONST CONST-BY-EQUIL,"). Thermochemical and 

transport data for CFD-ACE is similar in format to that used in CHEMKIN and were easily 

transferred. Thermochemical data were obtained from quantum chemistry calculations done at 

SNL in the case of the Si-0-H-C species: and from standard sources such as the JANAF tablesg, 

the CFD-ACE database, or the CHEMKIN Thermodynamic Database" for other species. 

The most significant issue, however, lay in transferring surface chemistry. CFD-ACE generally 

treats gas-surface reactions as simple sticking coefficients (i.e. reaction probabilities), although 

specified rate laws can be hard-wired into customized versions of the code. In contrast, the codes 

using Surface-CHEMKIN can handle detailed descriptions of wide variety of surface reactions 

such as coverage-dependent direct or dissociative adsorption of gas-phase species, 

interconversion reactions between surface species with or without the generation of gas-phase 

products, and conversion of surface-species to specific "deposited" materials. Although the 1995 

mechanism does not use all of these options, it does include what is effectively a coverage- 

dependent gas-surface reaction, expressed as the presence of multiple surface species where only 

one reacts with gas-phase species, which could not be simply transferred to CFD-ACE. Rather 

than work out a rate expression to be inserted in a customized version of CFD-ACE, the sticking 

coefficients for the initial adsorption reactions in the Surface-CHEMKIN were used in the 

standard version of CFD-ACE for this work, i.e. the last two surface reactions were dropped. 

The deposition rates predicted in these simulations represent an upper bound to what would be 

obtained if the full mechanism could be used, as the other surface species included in the 

dropped reactions decrease the effective sticking coefficient by blocking surface sites. 

Tables 4 and 5 show the chemistry part of the CFD-ACE input file and the input file for 

thermochemical/transport data for the 1995 mechanism, respectively. Note that the intermediate 

species formed by gas-phase reactions are simply called INTl and INT2, although the 

thermochemical and transport data correspond to the molecules specified in the CHEMKIN 

mechanism. 

Simulations using this mechanism were run for the nominal conditions (500 "C) used in the CVD 

rea~tor .~ The deposition rate predicted was 3.5 times higher than observed experimentally. This 
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Table 4. Chemistry part of CFD-ACE input file for 1995 mechanism 
MODELS 
REACT GENERAL-RATE NON-STIFF 
RSTEP 1 LHS 1.0 03 + 1.0 M 
RSTEP 1 RHS 1.0 02 + 1.0 0 + 1.0 M 
RSTEP 1 FCONST APF=l.OElO EF=9058.2 
RSTEP 1 BCONST APF=2.03E5 EF=-3255 
RSTEP 2 LHS 2.0 03 
RSTEP 2 RHS 3.0 02 
RSTEP 2 FCONST APF=S.OElO EF=11071.7 
RSTEP 2 BCONST APF=5.75E5 EF=46256 
RSTEP 3 LHS 1.0 0 + 1.0 TEOS 
RSTEP 3 RHS 1.0 INTl + 1.0 CH3HCO 
RSTEP 3 FCONST APF=5.OE13 EF=2516.2 
RSTEP 3 BCONST APFz5.883-2 EF=-567.2 
RSTEP 4 LHS 1.0 03 + 1.0 TEOS 
RSTEP 4 RHS 1.0 02 + 1.0 INTI + 1.0 CH3HCO 
RSTEP 4 FCONST APF=4.OE09 EF=2516.2 
RSTEP 4 BCONST CONST-BY-EQUIL 
RSTEP 5 LHS 1.0 INTI + 1.0 M 
RSTEP 5 RHS 1.0 INT2 + 1.0 CH3CH20H + 1.0 M 
RSTEP 5 FCONST APF=4.OE09 EF=10064.9 
RSTEP 5 BCONST APF=O.O EF=O. 0 
CVD_REACTION ON 
SURFACE-REACTION FIRST 

RSTEP 1 LHS 1.0 I N T l  
RSTEP 1 RHS 1.0 H20 + 2.0 C2H4 + 1.0 CH3CH20H + 1.0 OX1 
RSTEP 1 CONST APF=0.05 EF=O.O DEP=OXl DEN=2240.0 
RSTEP 2 LHS 1.0 TEOS 
RSTEP 2 RHS 1.0 H20 + 3.0 C2H4 + 1.0 CH3CH20H + 1.0 OX1 
RSTEP 2 CONST APFz4.OE-6 EF=O.O DEP=OX1 DENz2240.0 

END 

suggests that either the mass transport was too simplified in the SPIN simulations, and/or that the 

coverage dependent surface chemistry that got dropped is, in fact, kinetically important. CFD- 

ACE simulations done at varying substrate temperature gave maximum static-print deposition 

rates of 18,880 h n i n  at 250 "C, 17,600 k m i n  at 500 "C, and 14,000 kinin at 600 "C. This 

trend qualitatively agrees with the experimental data and SPIN simulations, although the 

deposition rates are all high. 

Figures 1-4 give more detailed results from the CFD-ACE simulations of the WJ tool. Figure 1 

shows the mass fractions of the various gas-phase chemical species at the surface as a function of 

distance from the centerline. Figures 2-4 show the spatial distributions of various gas-phase 

species from the CFD-ACE simulations. Using the 1995 mechanism, the TEOS is rapidly 

consumed near the injector to form INT1, which gets transported to the surface and deposits Si02 

on the wafer. INT2, a non-reactive by-product, forms in the gas-phase and accumulates in parts 

of the reactor away from the wafer. Ozone (03) is also consumed near the injectors, but the 

highly reactive 0 atoms formed by this decomposition are themselves consumed by reaction with 
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Table 5. Thermochemical and transport input file for CFD-ACE 
03 0 3  100.0 5000.0 48.0 
0.546652393 01 0.17326031E-02-0.72204889E-06 0.137216603-09-0.962338283-14 
0.152140963 05-0.347126163 01 0.246606173 01 0.917032093-02-0.496984803-05 
-0.206342303-08 0.200155953-11 0.160595563 05 0.121721303+02 
1.4053-6 111.50 180.0 4.10 

TEOS 0 4SI 1C 8H 20 100.0 5000.0 208.0 
0.143845503+02 0.919405563-01-0.48408362E-04 0.12244826E-07-0.12086997E-11 

-0.16779748E+06-0.26402920E+02 0.366500963+01 0.11162005E+00-0.42142822E-04 
-0.164465613-07 0.122571993-10-0.16452653E+06 0.31030103E+02 
1.4053-6 111.50 522.7 7.03 
INTl 0 4SI 1C 6H 16 100.0 5000.0 180.0 
0.307222713+02 0.307706053-01-0.257744023-05-0-304988993-08 0.668500843-12 

-0.17340573E+06-0.118367lOE+O3 0.894226553+01 0.70058122E-01-0.53697897E-06 
-0-378733313-07 0.15943972E-10-0.16629886E+O6-0~434928893+00 
1.4053-6 111.50 522.7 7.03 
INT2 0 7SI 2C 12H 30 100.0 5000.0 342.0 
2.371188163+01 1.38595819E-01-7.21792312E-05 1.811463513-08-1.77790129E-12 

-2.97149250E+05-6.43604507E+Ol 1.709259873+0 1.97589725E-01-1.16528972E-04 
1.784287743-08 5.85231559E-12-2.91318375E5 4.899227913+01 
1.4053-6 111.50 522.7 8.0 
CH3HCO 0 1C 2H 3 100 * 0 5000.0 44.0 
0.058686503+02 0.01079424E+00-0.03645530E-04 0.05412912E-08-0.02896844E-12 

-0.02264569E+06-0.060129463+02 0.025056953+02 0.013369913+00 0.046719533-04 
-0.011281403-06 0.04263566E-10-0.02124589E+06 0.013350893+03 
1.4053-6 111.50 436.0 3.97 

0.640075403 01 0.14915377E-01-0.49970376E-05 0.73528339E-09-0.388922773-13 
-0.253614303 05-0.100260323 02 0.288736153 01 0.157076013-01 0.762060343-05 
-0.138894263-07 0.468938263-11-0.237395003 05 0.108354173+02 

C2H50H 0 1C 2H 6 100.0 5000.0 46.0 

1.4053-6 111 - 50 424.7 4.16 
3x1 0 2SI 1 100.0 5000.0 60.0 
0.586203953 01 0.177197843-02-0.751941943-06 0.141805843-09-0.98856417E-14 
-0.387678163 05-0.686035013 01 0.326280583 01 0.85016584E-02-0.573881443-05 
0.128965733-10 0.975449763-12-0.380359713 05 0.665491233 01 
1.4053-6 111.50 2954.0 3.71 
3H 0 1H 1 100.0 5000.0 17.0 
2.882730483+00 1.013974313-03-2.27687707E-07 2.174683703-11-5.126305343-16 
3.886887943+03 5.595712193+00 3.637265923+00 1.85091049E-04-1.676164633-06 
2.387202663-09-8.431441853-13 3.606781743+03 1.358860493+00 
1.4053-6 111.50 80.0 2.75 

2.50000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+OO 0.00000000E+00 
H H 1  100.0 5000.0 1.0 

2.54716270E+04-4.60117608E-01 2.50000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 
0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 2.54716270E+04-4.601176383-01 
6.893-07 96.69 145.0 2.05 

TEOS to form INTl . They do, however, build up in regions away from the wafer, which is 

unphysical and is probably caused by the lack of an 0 atom recombination reaction in the 

mechanism. Water vapor (H20) and ethylene (C2H4) are produced by surface reactions and have 

their highest concentrations near the wafer, as expected. The spatial distributions of 

acetaldehyde (CH3HCO) and ethanol (CzHsOH) reflect the fact that they are formed in the gas- 

phase along with INTl and INT2, respectively, although they are also formed by surface 

reactions. 
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To test the sensitivity of these simulations to the surface chemistry, the sticking coefficient for 

ZNTl was varied. The deposition rate did not change when the sticking coefficient was increased 

from 0.05 to 1 .O, which suggests that gas-phase reactions or mass transport are kinetically 

important. In contrast, as the sticking coefficient was decreased, a decrease in deposition rate 

was observed. This suggests that the kinetic bottleneck is being shifted to the surface reactions, 

and that accounting for the coverage dependence may be important. As shown in Fig. 5, 

decreasing this sticking coefficient from 0.05 to 0.001 gave a maximum deposition rate of 10,000 

kmin  at 500 “C, while further decreasing it to 0.0001 gave a deposition rate slightly over 2000 

kmin. Decreasing the sticking coefficient by a factor of 50 has about the same effect as 

blocking 98% of the surface sites, which is plausible at these surface temperatures. Although if 

the surface has a high coverage of ethoxy or other “blocking” groups, reactions of 0 atoms or 

ozone that “clean” the surface probably need to be considered. But the observed effect of 

changing the sticking coefficient suggests a reasonable approach for tuning this mechanism, if 

desired. 
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Figure 1. Mass fractions of various chemical species at the surface as a function of distance from 
wafer centerline, 1995 mechanism. 
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of TEOS, INT1 and INT2, 1995 mechanism. 
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Figure 3. Spatial distributions of O3,O and H20, 1995 mechanism. 
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Figure 4. Spatial distributions of C2&, C~HSOH and CH3CH0, 1995 mechanism. 
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Figure 5. Two dimensional simulations of static prints using different values of the INTl 

sticking coefficient. 

IV. New mechanism development 

Development of a new reaction mechanism for the TEOS/03 system was also started, based on 

the knowledge currently available. The first version of this new mechanism still used “lumped” 

reactions, and included the following. 1) The ozone decomposition mechanism of Benson and 

Axworthy,” which is comprised of the reactions 0 3  + M H 0 + 0 2  + M (where M stands for all 

colliding molecules) and 0 + 0 3  ts 2 0 2 .  2) The third-body stabilized recombination of 0 atoms 

2 0 + M u 0 2  + M, taken from the work in the literature by Tsang and Harnpson.’* This 
- reaction is needed to prevent the unphysical build-up of 0 atoms in the gas-phase that was 

observed in the simulations using the 1995 mechanism. 3) The 0 + TEOS e= INTl + CH3CHO 

reaction, using an experimentally-measured rate constant recently reported by Buchta, et al.,I3 
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rather than the previously used estimates. Note that INTl , a placeholder for what is probably a 

variety of species, is still being treated as if it were Si(OCzH5)30H. 4) The reaction of INTl with 

the surface, with a sticking coefficient of 1 .O for maximum effect. 

Table 6 gives the CFD-ACE input file for this mechanism (the thermochemical and transport 

data in Table 5 were again used). Some preliminary simulations were done, and at the nominal 

conditions, this mechanism appears to give deposition rates that are low by roughly a factor of 

ten. Altering the sticking coefficient for INT1 had only a small effect on the deposition rate. 

This suggests that the gas-phase reactions that form the intermediate, rather than surface 

reactions of the intermediate, were rate-limiting in this case. Mass transport effects, however, 

also appear to be very important. 

Figures 6-8 give more detailed results from these simulations. Figure 6 shows the mass fractions 

of the various gas-phase chemical species at the surface as a function of distance from the 

centerline. Figures 7 and 8 show the spatial distributions of various gas-phase species from the 

CFD-ACE simulations. For this reaction mechanism, the TEOS and 0 3  are consumed to a much 

lesser degree, as would be expected with the much lower deposition rates, and reasonable 

amounts of these species are present in the reactor. INTl accumulates in parts of the reactor 

away from the surface. This probably results from the fact that there are no gas-phase loss terms 

Table 6.  Chemistry part of CFD-ACE input file for new mechanism 
RSTEP 1 LHS 1.0 03 + M 
RSTEP 1 RHS 1.0 02 + 1.0 0 + M 
RSTEP 1 FCONS APF=4.61E12 EF=12085 AF-03=1 
RSTEP 1 BCONS APF=6,00E+7 EF=-302. AF-02~1 AF-O=1 
RSTEP 1 3BFAC C3-03=1. C3-02=.44 C3-N2=.41 
RSTEP 2 LHS 1.0 03 + 1.0 0 
RSTEP 2 RHS 2.0 02 
RSTEP 2 FCONS APF=2.96E10 EF=3021. AF-03=1 AF-O=l 
RSTEP 2 BCONS AF'F=O. EF=O. 
RSTEP 3 LHS 1.0 0 + 1.0 0 + M 
RSTEP 3 RHS 1.0 02 + M 
RSTEP 3 FCONS APF=1.89E7 EF=-900. 
RSTEP 3 BCONS APF=O. EF=O. 
RSTEP 4 LHS 1.0  0 + 1.0 TEOS 
RSTEP 4 RHS 1.0 INTl + 1.0 CH3HCO 
RSTEP 4 FCONST APF=2.7E9 EF=1320.62 
RSTEP 4 BCONST APF=O EF=O 

CVl-REACTION ON 
SURFACE-REACTION FIRST 
RSTEP 1 LHS 1.0 INTl 

RSTEP 1 CONST APF=1.0 EF=O. DEP=OX1 DEN=2240.0 
RSTEP 1 RES 1.0 H20 + 2.0 C2H4 + 1.0 C2H50H + 1.0 OX1 
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for this species; the reaction forming INTl was made irreversible in this case. In contrast with 

the results in Fig. 3, the 0 atoms now are quickly consumed, either by reaction with TEOS or 

recombination, which is more reasonable physically. CH3CHO shows a maximum near the 

surface, which suggests that the 0 + TEiOS reaction is occurring near the surface in this case. 

CH3CHO is formed by the same reaction that forms INT1, and, as expected, shows has a similar 

spatial distribution, although there are differences. C2& is formed only by the surface reaction 

of INT1, and, as expected, its mass fraction is highest near the surface and decreases with 

distance above it. 
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Figure 6. Mass fractions of various chemical species at the surface as a function of distance from 

wafer centerline, new mechanism. 
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Figure 7. Spatial distributions of TEOS, INTl and 03, new mechanism. 
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Figure 8. Spatial distributions of 0, CH3CHO and c2&, new mechanism. 
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I .  

However, the approach taken here still represents a substantial oversimplification of the 

chemistry occurring in the TEOS/03 system. The elementary reactions that really OCCUT are far 

more complicated. For example, it is certain that the 0 + TEOS reaction does not directly 

produce Si(OC2H5)30H + CH3CH0, although it has been written that way in the mechanisms for 

convenience. Instead, the 0 atom probably abstracts a H atom from one of the ethoxy groups on 

TEOS, forming OH + C2&0Si(OC2H5)3. The OH radical could then abstract an H atom from 

another TEOS molecule forming H20 + C2&0Si(OC2H5)3, or react with an 0 atom, O3 

molecule, or the surface. C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 could eliminate a C2& group to form a 

OSi(OC2H5)3 radical, undergo other internal rearrangements to eliminate some other species, 

react with an 0 atom, 0 3  molecule, the surface, or some other gas-phase species to start 

polymerizing. A radical chain of some sort is also likely, as are condensation reaction of 2 

Si(OCzH5)30H molecules or Si(OC2H5)30H with TEOS to form Si(OC2H5)30Si(OC2H5)3. This 

is a somewhat more realistic way of depleting the intermediate in the gas phase than secondary 

elimination reaction contained in the 1995 mechanism. It also represents a possible first step in 

the formation of TEOS “polymers” on the way to gas-phase particle nucleation. 

The reasonableness of such reactions can be evaluated using thermochemical data that became 

available a few years ago: plus estimates derived using group-additivity concepts. Table 7 lists a 

few example reactions of possible interest for TEOS/03 CVD along with heats of reaction. 

These data show that, for example, the elementary reaction proposed above, C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 

+ C2& + OSi(OCzH5)3, is endothermic by 38 kcal/mole. This endothemicity makes the 

reaction less likely to occur, although it would be counteracted by entropy considerations, 

especially at elevated temperatures. In contrast, the reaction C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 + 0 3  3 0 2  + 
CH3CHO + OSi(OC2H5)3 is exothermic, but is not an elementary reaction. The reaction between 

C2H4OSi(OC2H5)3 and 0 3  probably forms a species like OC2&OSi(OC2H& for which a heat of 

formation is not available at this time. 

The thermochemistry is also the first step toward obtaining rate parameters, although activation 

energies often differ significantly from heats of reaction. The first reaction in Table 7, the 

elimination of ethylene from TEOS, illustrates this point. This reaction, which is believed to be 

important in TEOS CVD at higher temperatures, is endothermic by only 10 kcal/mole, but has a 
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Table 7: Some reactions relevant to TEOS/03 CVD 
Si(OC2H5)4 + Si(OC2H5)30H + C2& 
Si(OC2H5)4 + 0 + OH + C2H4 + OSi(OC2H5)3 
Si(OC2H5)4 + 0 + OH + CH3CHO + Si(OCzH5)3 

AHOrxn (kcal/mole) 
10.5 
34.5 
42.9 

-99.8 
-3.9 
21.0 

-21.3 
38.4 
46.8 

-47 .O 
-77.7 

-130.9 
-27.9 

Si(OC2H5)4 + 0 + Si(OC2H5)30H + CH3CHO 
Si(OCzH5)4 + 0 + OH + C2H4OSi(OC2H5)3 
Si(OC2H5)4 + 0 3  3 OH + C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 + 0 2  

Si(OC2H5)4 + OH + H2O + C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 
C2&OSi(OC2H5)3 + C2H4 + OSi(OC2H5)3 
C2&OSi(OC2H5)3 + CH3CHO + Si(OC2H5)3 
C2€&OSi(OC2H5)3 + 0 3  + 0 2  + CH3CHO + OSi(OC2H5)3 
C2&OSi(OC2H5)3+ 0 2  + CH3COOH + OSi(OC2H& 
OSi(OCzH5)3 + Si(OC2H5)3 + O(Si(OC2H5)3)2 
OSi(OCzH5)3+ Si(OC2H5)4 + HOSi(OC2H5)3 + C2&0Si(OC2H5)3 
2 Si(OC2H5)3OH + H20 + O(Si(OC2H5)3)2 18.4 
Si(OC2H5)30H + Si(OC2H5)4 + O(Si(OC2H5)3)2 + C2H50H 17.3 
Si(OC2H5)30H + O=Si(OC2H5)2 + C2H50H 69.7 
O + H + O H  -102.0 
H2O + H + OH 119.4 
OH + 0 2  + HO2 + 0 53.5 
OH + O3 + HO2 + 0 2  -40.4 
H02 + H + 0 2  48.5 
0 2 + 2 0  118.8 
2 0 3  + 3 0 2  -69.0 
O3 -+ 0 + O2 24.9 
0 + O3 + 2 O2 -93.9 

much higher activation energy of -60-70 kcal/mole. Although Table 7 is a very incomplete list 

and many of these reactions are not elementary, it illustrates the process of writing down possible 

reactions and then evaluating their likeliness using thermochemistry. A more complete study of 

this sort would be an important part of developing a more fundamentally-based mechanism. 

An optimal mechanism would also include a variety of surface species and reactions. Although 

there is generally much less information available in the literature to draw on in terms of 

measured or estimated thermochemical or kinetic data, it is believed that, for many CVD 

systems, surface reactions are more important than gas-phase processes. A description of how 

the gas/surface reactions depend on the coverage of the surface with various groups is often 

necessary to describe how deposition rates vary over widely ranging temperatures and input gas 

compositions. A detailed description of surface reactions is often crucial to modeling the effects 
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of dopant species on deposition rates. In addition, a detailed treatment of surface reactions, in 

terms of describing the competition between the removal of ethoxy groups from the surface vs. 

“burying them” under the next layer of oxide, could allow the simulation of how film properties, 

specifically carbon incorporation in the film, depend on reactor conditions. 

Although not explicitly discussed here, there are a number of studies in the literature that should 

assist the mechanism development process. In addition to mechanistic studies of TEOS reactions 

with 0 atoms and ozone, these include chemical kinetics studies of related reactions (for 

example, hydrocarbon combustion), parametric studies of TEOS, plasma TEOS andor TEOS/O3 

CVD under widely varying conditions, and surface-science studies of elementary reactions on 

Si02 surfaces. 

v. summary 

A reaction mechanism for TEOS/03 CVD that was originally developed and tuned to WJ 

deposition rate data in 1995 at Sandia was implemented in reactor simulations at WJ. 

Simulations done for nominal reactor conditions gave predicted deposition rates that were 

roughly x3.5 higher than experiment. This discrepancy suggests that either the SPIN simulations 

used to develop the mechanism contained a too-simple description of the heat and mass transport 

in the system, or that the coverage-dependent surface reactions that were dropped because of 

limitations in the modeling software are important to this chemistry. The fact that decreasing the 

sticking coefficient for the reaction of the gas-phase intermediate with the surface improved the 

agreement between the model predictions and the experiment supports the latter contention, but 

this needs to be tested over a wider range of conditions. 

In the immediate future, work should be targeted at developing a more fundamentals-based 

reaction mechanism, although it will still need to be tuned to reactor data. This process was 

started as part of this project, but the initial mechanism gave deposition rates that were too low, 

suggesting the need for a more complete treatment of the chemistry. There is a reasonable 

amount of independent information available to help in developing a such a mechanism for 

TEC)S/03 CVD. 
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In the short term, the description of the surface reactions in the mechanism is limited by the 

inability of the CFD software to handle multiple surface species and surface reactions with 

arbitrarily complex coverage dependencies. Such capabilities are crucial to modeling how film , 

properties such as carbon incorporation in the film depend on reactor conditions, or the effects of 

dopant species on deposition rates. Also, there will always be tradeoffs between the complexity 

of the chemical mechanisms used and the computational speed of the simulations. During 

development of a complex reaction mechanism, there usually are advantages to using a 

simplified simulation of the reactor that runs faster. 
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